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The Geo Filter (aka geography) defaults to the Entire US. To run reports for a single geographic 

area, click on “Entire US” and enter an address, city, zip-code, county or state.  

Getting Started with a Single Geographic Area 

Next, select a menu option. Your choices are: 

People & Companies - Generate lists of people, businesses, or physicians/dentists. 

Demographics - Generate demographic, consumer expenditure, and psychographic (lifestyle 

related) reports. 

Maps - Generate heat maps or draw custom geographies. 

Reports - Generate advanced reports, such as market risk assessments or customer 

 analysis. 

Help & Supporting Documents - To access this information, click the menu button (3 

 horizontal lines), then click Help. See page 20 for step-by-step instructions. 
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To run reports for multiple geographies or to select other types of geographies (such as census 

block groups or school districts: 

 Select the Options dropdown 

 Then, choose Geography List. The dialogue box shown below will appear.  

 For cities, click Places. Then, click the name of the state. From there, you’ll see an 

 alphabetical list of cities in that state.   

 

Selecting Additional Geographies (1 of 2) 
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Click the name of each city you’d like to include in the report.  

After they’re selected, they will appear on the right. 

To remove a city, click the circle with the X in it. 

To finish choosing geographies, click Done. 

 

Verify the Geo Filter reflects the geographies you selected: 

 

 

 

Select one of the menu options to begin generating lists, reports, or maps for these geographies. 
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Selecting Additional Geographies (2 of 2) 

Pro Tip - To find an item quickly 

in any list on Demographics Now 

(or any other website), press and 

hold the Ctrl Key + F. This will 

bring up a Find dialogue box. 

Type in the word(s) you want to 

find. The menu will adjust to 

show those words highlighted!  
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Geography Tips 

Each time you select a new geographic location, it is added to the search box: 

 

 

 

 

To clear your current geography selections: 

Click on OPTIONS 

Then, select reset to Entire U.S.  
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Creating Custom Geographies (1 of 3) 

To create a custom geography 

Click on OPTIONS 

Then, select Create Location(s) 

 

A new window will pop-up, select Address, Coordinates or Click on a Map.  
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This is a great option if you want to search for a radius around one or multiple addresses/locations.  
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Creating Custom Geographies (2 of 3) 

After selecting a Location Format, enter the address, coordinates, or use the map to select. 

Click ADD POINT 

Repeat for all geographies 

The selected geographies will be listed as shown in the purple box below.  

In the Ranges box, specify the number of miles you’d like for the radius/range 

Then, Click OK. 
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Creating Custom Geographies (3 of 3) 

When you return to the home screen of Demographics Now, the Geo Filter will now include fields to 

change the Ranges and Units. 

 

 

 

 

In this example, I’ve select 2 ranges: 2 miles and 3 miles. Using a Comparison Report, I can see the 

demographics for both of these ranges for multiple addresses (see example below). 
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Generating Demographic Reports (1 of 2) 

1 Click the carrot to view 

the dropdown list of 

reports. Scroll down to 

view all the reports. 

2 Click on a report to select it. 

3 Click here to run the report. 

Then, scroll down to view it. 

The Demographic section has more options than its name suggests. In addition to demographics, 

you can run reports for: 

 

 

 

To learn more about these reports and the data sources, go to the Help page in Demographics 

Now. See page 20 for step-by-step instructions. 

 

Consumer Expenditure by Category 

Business Comparison 

Simmons Lifestyle Surveys 

Market Segmentation (Mosaic) 

Below are the basic steps for generating a report in Demographics Now. The following pages will 

address the different options, including Report Type and Advanced Reports. 
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Generating Demographic Reports (2 of 2) 

After running the report, you can view it in the screen or download it.  

1 
Select this button to download the report shown. This 

will bring up a dialogue box (see below). 

Choose the file type to save the document to the 

computer (or device) you’re currently using.  If 

you have a Google or Microsoft account, you can 

log in and save directly to those sites. 
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Report Types: Comparison, Summary, or Rank (1 of 2) 

Before running a report, you can select the Report Type.  Here’s what they mean and samples: 

Comparison: A comparison report displays multiple geographies as columns, so you can easily see 

how geographies compare to one another. You may include up to 16 geographies on a single report. 

 

Summary: A summary report delivers demographic information on a single geographic area or on a 

group of geographic areas summarized into a single value. 

 

 

 

Continues on next page 
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Report Types: Comparison, Summary, or Rank (2 of 2) 

Rank: A rank report sorts geographies based on a single demographic variable from high to low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are reasons each of these reports may be valuable. In the experience of our librarians, the 

Comparison report is often the most useful and easiest to interpret. Below is a list of pros (+) and cons (-) 

for the 3 report types. 
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Running Advanced Demographic Reports (1 of 4) 

In addition to the standard reports, Demographics Now allows you to run reports for every variable 

available in their system. To do this: 

Select DEMOGRAPHICS 

 

Choose ADVANCED 

 

Select a Report Type 

 

Enter a title for the report 

 

Scroll down to the list of 

 options, such as Age by 

 Race by Sex (note - This is 

 also called a Report Type 

 but is different from Step 3). 

 

Click on a source, such as 

Business Summary to see 

 the sub-headings and 

 variables available.  
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Continues on next page 

Pro Tip: Basic Variables 

contains the most recent 

American Community 

Survey data for commonly 

needed items, such as 

age, income, and 

household type.  
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Running Advanced Demographic Reports (2 of 4) 

Continues on next page 

Breadcrumbs  - Click on these options to go back. Choose Top to go back to the beginning 

 

Lines that end with an arrow lead to additional variable options. Click those to continue to drill down. 

 

Use the scroll bar to view additional options. 
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Running Advanced Demographic Reports (3 of 4) 

Breadcrumbs  - Click on these options to go back. Choose Top to go back to the beginning 

 

Click on a line to select the variable. Variables will appear on the right after they’re selected. 

 

Click on the        to remove a selected variable. 

 

Click Run Report when you’ve selected all of your variables.  
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Pro Tip - Use the breadcrumbs to move 

back and forth between options & 

variables. A report could include 

variables for income, consumer 

expenditures, and more! 

Continues on next page 
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After you click Run Report, the report will load below. To edit the report, scroll back up to the variable 

section.  

To download a report, click the Download button. See page 11 for instructions on downloading. 

Running Advanced Demographic Reports (4 of 4) 
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Market Segmentation: Mosaic USA 

“Experian’s Mosaic® USA is a household-based consumer lifestyle segmentation system that classifies 

all U.S. households and neighborhoods into 71 unique types and 19 overarching groups, providing a 

360-degree view of consumers’ choices, preferences and habits.” Source: About Mosaic 2016 

 

Essentially, this data provides profiles of the different types of households in the USA. Businesses can 

use this data to gain insights into their target audiences marketing channels, lifestyles, and key traits. 

This type of data can help a business to refine their marketing techniques and even see if “their people” 

live in a geographic area. It’s a very powerful tool! 

 

 

 Running a Mosaic Report (1 of 2) 

 

 

 

1 Click the carrot to view 

the dropdown list of 

reports. Scroll down to 

view all the reports. 

3 Click here to run the report. 

Then, scroll down to view it. 

Running a report for Mosaic USA data is the same process as running any other basic report.  Follow 

the steps for running a basic report (page 10) and locate the reports that begin with “Mosaic.” After you 

run a report, many of them include notes about the data methodology at the bottom. Below is a very 

brief explanation of the data in each report. 

 
Classifies each individual by group & type 

 

Classifies each household by group & type. 

HH = Household 

Shows the dominant type for each block 

group within the geographic area. 

 

Classifies individuals based on their work 

location's dominant group & type. 

Pro Tip - For small 

businesses the HH Cluster 

Comparison Report is often 

the best choice, as the data 

reflects the individual 

households. 

Continues on next page 

http://assets.cengage.com/gale/help/dnow/Mosaic/AboutMosaic2016.pdf
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Running a Mosaic Report (2 of 2) 

Below is a sample of the Mosaic HH Cluster Comparison Report.  For small businesses, we 

recommend this report as the data is based on the individual household’s Mosaic type, rather than the 

dominant type for that area. Like other reports, it be downloaded in a variety of formats. 

1 
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1 Groups 2 Types (aka Segments) 
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Accessing the Help Screen to Learn About 

Mosaic Groups & Types 

There are two ways to learn about the groups & types. To look up  an individual group or type: 

Click on the                  menu button.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

A Help button will appear (as shown below). Click on Help. 

 

Beginning in the lower left quadrant of the 

 help section, there are 3- 4 page PDF 

 guides for each Mosaic Group and Type.  

 

Click on the Group or Type and a PDF 

 will open in a separate browser window. 

 The files can also be saved. 
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Learning About Mosaic’s Groups & Types (2 of 2) 

For a comprehensive look at all the Groups & Types, there are three files. These are also both 

located in the Help section of Demographics Now, as well. 

1 

MOSAIC Handbook - A high-level guide to 
Mosaic,  how it can be used, the data sources, 
and methodology. It also includes a list of all the 
groups and types. 

2 

MOSAIC USA Grand Index - A detailed index of 
the Mosaic groups and types, including: 

• Primary Content - Short description of the 
family structure of each group & type. 

• Key Features - Six buzz words or phrases for 
each group & type. 

• Grand Index Indices - Index scores for de-
mographic and psychographic variables for 
every group & type. 

• Grand Index Mean - Average percentage 
for demographic and psychographic varia-
bles for every group & type. 

• Rankings - Ranks key variables from low to 
high for each type. 

3 

MOSAIC USA About Mosaic - An overview of 
Mosaic, including how it can be useful and the 
other types of products available. It also in-
cludes a list of all the groups and types. 

1 

2 

3 

Pro Tip: For questions about how to use the Mosaic Grand Index, please schedule an Ask a Librarian appointment 

using Ask a Librarian. Appointments can be requested at this website: https://arapahoelibraries.org/ask-a-

librarian/  

https://arapahoelibraries.org/ask-a-librarian/
https://arapahoelibraries.org/ask-a-librarian/
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Creating Heat Maps (1 of 3) 

The maps tab can be used to visualize data for a single variable at a time, select custom geographies 

via drawing, and see traffic counts. 

 

To visualize data (aka create a heat map): 

Click MAPS 

If you’ve inputted a geography previously, the map will zoom to that area and the geography will 

  be outlined in blue. If you have not selected a geography, it will be for the entire United 

States.  

Click the carrot next to Thematic Controls to open that panel. 

On the Variable line click CHOOSE. A dropdown menu of variables will open eventually (this may 

take a few moments).  
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Continues on next page 
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Creating Maps (2 of 3) 

Breadcrumbs  - Click on these options to go back. Choose Top to go back to the beginning 

 

Click on a line to select the variable. The variable menu will disappear and the map will begin to 

 update. This can take several minutes. 

1 

2 

2 

The Variable menu will be extremely similar to the one found in an Advanced Report, except you can 

only select one variable. 

1 

After the map generates it will display as shown below. On the next page, we’ll show map options 

Selected variable 

Scale/size of geography 

Change the color theme 

Legend 

Continues on next page 
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Creating Maps (3 of 3) 

There are a number of great options for interacting with maps.  

Zooming in to view a specific neighborhood or area (bottom right corner, you may have to scroll 

 down to find this option). 

Draw custom geographies to run reports, create lists of homeowners, or create lists of businesses. 

Export the visible map to an image file (page 25). 

View & download traffic count data (pages 31 - 33).  

Save custom geographies, which can then be uploaded and reused for items 2 & 3 (page 26). 

Note - A detailed tutorial for item 2 will be coming in early 2018, if not sooner.  
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Exporting a Map  

These instructions can be used to export any type of map in Demographics Now 

Click the carrot next to Export to open that panel 

Click in the text box to enter a title for the map  

Verify that “Include a Legend” is enabled (blue = enabled, white = off) 

Choose whether to download            , print           , or e-mail            your map 

The file will download in an image (.jpg) file format 
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2 in 1 Pro Tip - What you 

can see is what will 

export to your map, so 

be sure that you can see 

the geography. Also, the 

legend will be in the top 

right corner over that 

portion of the map (right 

about where this tip is 

located). 
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Drawing and Downloading a Custom Geography 

In addition to selecting geographies using the Geo Filter or Geography List, you can also draw and 

download a custom geography.  This can be useful for quite a few different situations including: 

• To see demographics and other data for a geography with non-standard borders, such as a 

neighborhood or special district. For example, Colorado has Creative Arts Districts. 

• To download household or business lists for a smaller subset of a larger geography. 

• To download household or business lists based on a concentration of potential customer (identified 

with a heat map). 

Note - Instructions for running reports and downloading household or business data will be coming 

soon. 

 

Preliminary steps: 

• If your geography will be based on an existing geography, you can select the starting geography 

using the Geo Filter (page 3) or with the Geography List (page 4). 

• If your geography will be based on a heat map (page 22), begin by creating the heat map. 

After you have completed the necessary preliminary steps: 

Click MAPS (not shown) 

Click the carrot next to Thematic Controls to open that    

  panel 

Click the type of custom geography you want to use to 

  draw. The options are (left to right): free form, circle, 

    square, or point. 

  

 

Drawing a Custom Geography (1 of 3) 
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2 

3 

Pro Tip - Most of the time, the free 

form geography is the most useful. 

Also, points can be created using 

the Custom Geography option 

(page 7). 

Continues on next page 
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To draw a free form custom geography: 

Single click on the first point 

Single click on each additional point in order 

To complete the geography, double click on the original point 

To adjust a point, click and drag it. This can be especially helpful when dealing with a geography 

  that has jagged edges or cut outs. 

After making an adjustment, an undo error will be offered. Click on it to undo the last adjustment. 

Finally, name the custom shape. 

To see this process in action, watch this video.  

 

Drawing a Custom Geography (2 of 3) 
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Continues on next page 

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/qC2eUK7JHG1FkZPtMpVVrx
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Drawing a Circle 

1. Single click the point that should serve as the center of the circle 

2. Mouse outward to expand the circle 

3. Single click again to complete the circle 

4. To adjust the circle, click and drag it OR click an outer point to make the circle larger or smaller 

5. Name the custom shape 

 

Drawing a Square 

1. Single click the point that should serve as the left upper corner 

2. Mouse outward to make the square larger 

3. Single click again to complete the square 

4. To adjust the square, click and drag it OR click a corner to make the square larger or smaller 

5. Name the custom shape 

 

Creating a Point 

1. Click on the desired point 

2. Name the point (optional: give it a description).  

Note - The functionality related to points is extremely limited; they simply serve as markers on the map 
and cannot be saved. For greater functionally, consider using a Google map to create a list of locations. 

 

 

Drawing a Custom Geography (3 of 3) 
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After creating a custom geography, you are able to save it to your own device. To do this:  

Select the custom geography 

Click UPDATE GEOGRAPHY 

Click the carrot next to Download Geography 

   to open that panel 

Select the file type. The default is KML (Google) 

 and this has the added bonus of working in Google 

 Earth. If you use (or may ever use) ArcGIS choose SHP (ESRI). 

Click DOWNLOAD. Follow the steps provided in the internet browser to save the file for future use. 

Note - Demographics Now cannot recall custom geographies after you log off. 

Saving a Custom Geography 
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To work with a custom geography that you downloaded and saved in a prior session, take the following 

steps: 

Click MAPS (not shown) 

Click the carrot next to Upload Geography to  

 open that panel 

Click the paper clip icon next to Choose File. 

 Follow the steps provided by your browser to 

 select and open the file. 

After the file uploads in Demographics Now, 

 the file name will be shown with 2 options: 

Name - Choose Name (see Pro Tip) 

Spatial Obj Field - Choose SPATIALOBJ 

Click UPLOAD 

Uploading a Custom Geography 
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Pro Tip (aka What’s up with Name and 

Spatial Obj Field) - Demographics Now is 

designed to be able to upload a variety of 

different file types that originate in other 

programs such as ArcGIS and QGIS. This is 

why the system confirms the Name and Type 

of file, even if it seems straight forward for a 

file you downloaded from Demo Now. 
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Running Reports Based on Custom Geographies 

After creating a custom geography, you are able to run reports for it. For this process, it’s essential to 

click Update Geography on the Maps tab. After you do that, the Geo Filter will list the name of the 

updated geography. Both of these items are highlighted below.  

 

 

Once the custom geography has been updated, click the Demographics tab and run reports as usual 

(page 10).  

Note - It is possible to compare custom geographies by creating/uploading them and then following the 

steps above. It is also possible to compare custom and standard geographies, using the process found 

on pages 10 - 11. 
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Viewing Traffic Counts (1 of 2) 

The Maps tab includes Traffic Count data that can be viewed or download. To view traffic count data: 

Verify you are on the Maps tab 

Locate the Traffic Count section in the Maps Options. Click the carrot next to Traffic Count to open 

that section. 

Use the slider next to Enabled to turn on the colored legend. 

If you’d also like to view counts, use the slider next to Show Counts. 
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The Maps tab includes Traffic Count data that can be viewed or saved (either as a spreadsheet or map 

image).   

The traffic data in Demographics Now is sourced from a company called Kalibrate Global. They obtain 

the data from "Government agencies, metropolitan planning organizations and various third-party 

vendors perform traffic counts for a number of reasons." 

All of the counts are for a 24 hour period but there are two different types of counts (and if you ever 

export the spreadsheet data, you'll see these abbreviations): 

• Average Daily Traffic (ADT) refers to the number of vehicles traveling through a 

particular traffic count point in a 24-hour period. This is like the census of traffic for 24 hours 

• Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) The annualized average 24-hour volume of vehicles at a 

given traffic point is called a traffic count. This is like the American Community survey of traffic. 

If you would like additional information or have questions about Kalibrate's data, please request a 

Bizboost appointment or refer to Kalibrate’s FAQ page on their website. 

 

Traffic Count Data 

Continues on next page 

http://www.kalibrate.com/kalibrate-cloud/market-intelligence/trafficmetrix/
http://www.kalibrate.com/kalibrate-cloud/market-intelligence/trafficmetrix-faq/
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Viewing Traffic Counts (2 of 2) 

If you’d like to remove the heat map data and only view the Traffic Counts: 

Scroll up to view the Thematic Control in the Map Options box. 

Click the carrot next to Thematic Control. 

Use the slider next to Enabled to turn off the heat map. 
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Downloading Traffic Counts 

 

After viewing the Traffic Count data, you can choose to download an Excel file that contains all of the 

visible traffic count data.  

The first step is to zoom into the area of interest. There are two ways to do this: 

• Use the Zoom In / Zoom Out tool located in the bottom right corner of the map. You will likely need to 

scroll to find it. 

• Double click on the spot that you’d like to zoom in on. 

Once the area you’d like to download is shown on the screen, click the Download Report button. Please 

see the next page for details about the acronyms used in this report. 

 

Similar to heat maps, the traffic count data can also be export. Refer to the instructions on page 22. 

Exporting Traffic Counts 
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Creating Lists Based on Geographies (1 of 2) 

Demographics Now allows you to run custom of lists of businesses, households, and physicians/

dentists based on a geography. To do this: 

Select a geography, either a standard one (page 10) or a custom one (pages 26 - 28).  For custom 

geographies, verify that you’ve clicked the Update Geography button on the Maps tab. 

Click the People & Companies tab 

Select the type of list you’d like to create 

Choose the criteria for your list. Each list has different criteria options. 

Click the Search button 
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Continues on next page 
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Creating Lists Based on Geographies (2 of 2) 

Here are a few tips for creating and using lists: 

• All Lists: Use the filters to create a well-refined list, as you’re only able to download 50 results at a 

time (and must individually select each one). 

• All Lists: On the Results page, you can view the list or choose to view on the map (see below for 

instructions). 

• Business Lists: Some of the industry codes (NAICS and SICS) included in the options are not 

commonly used by businesses, so the results may be very limited. Use a site like NAICS (https://

www.naics.com/naics-search-results/) to identify a standard code. 

Viewing or Downloading Results 

To start, create your list using the instructions on the prior page. 

Click the check box at the top to select all results for viewing (or individually click desired items). 

Click VIEW ON MAP 

OR if you want to download the results, select the DOWNLOAD button. It will download the first 50       

 results. 

Click EMAIL to have the first 50 results e-mailed to you. 
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Getting Help 

Demographics Now offers several places to get help. 

Help & Supporting Documents - To access this information, click the menu button (3 horizontal  

lines), then click Help. See page 20 for step-by-step instructions. 

Anywhere you see a        you can mouse over it for more information about the options on that page. 

  See below for another example. 
2 

1 

1 

2 

Demographics Tab 

Maps Tab 

2 
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Contacting Us 

Arapahoe Libraries  is here to help with your questions! 

 

General/Technical Questions 

Call us at 303-LIBRARY (303-542-7279) 

Find us on chat at https://arapahoelibraries.org/chat-with-us/  

E-mail us at https://www.denverlibrary.org/email  

 

Business and In-Depth Questions 

Use Ask A Librarian to submit a question or request an appointment. 

A business librarian will contact you to set up a 30 minute appointment to help answer your questions 

or find other resources that will be useful! 

https://arapahoelibraries.org/chat-with-us/
https://www.denverlibrary.org/email

